Due to lack of students Nadia R. will serve as chair for this meeting and Sarah A. as a student.

Land Acknowledgement lead by Sarah A.

**Approval of Agenda**

Moved: Slava G.
Second: Yasmin S.
All in favour. Agenda Approved

**Family Care Funding Update**

Sheila J. provided an update for Family Care, it was brought to attention in the last CSS meeting that UTSC was not contributing. This was due to an oversight and has now been rectified. Agreed upon funding was sent to the Family Care Office for the amount owing the year of 2019 to 2022.

**Approval of Minutes – January 20, 2022**

Moved: Sarah A.
Second: Kashi C.
All in favour. Minutes Approved

**Approval of Minutes – February 16, 2022**

Moved: Slava G.
Second: Rimsha A.
All in favour. Minutes Approved

**Motion for Student Enhancement Fund - Round 3**
Nadia R. highlights some submissions from Round 3 such as from Islamic relief, DSA and most exciting is from the drama groups working on a production off campus.

Moved: Sarah A.
Second: Slava G.
Pause for any questions. No questions.
Approved: Sarah A., Slava G., Rimsha R., Kashi C. Isaiah M., Justina Y.
None abstentions.
None opposed.
Motion passes.

Sheila J. thanks the students for participating and showing up and showing your commitment, feedback is valued and on behalf of OSEW Sheila J. hopes to continue to work in partnership. Looking forward to continuing the conversations and hearing student feedback.

Adjournment
Moved: Justina Y.
Second: Sheila J.
All in favour. Adjournment Approved